
New Horizontal Super Skid Models Available

Pressure-Pro announces new

Super Skid models featuring a

horizontal design that gives a

lower, space-saving profile

allowing its use in environ-

ments where overhead clear-

ance can be a problem. These

units can be configured to

flow up to 8 gpm with pressures up to 4000 psi. 

Designed to provide easy access for servicing

and built with a stainless steel coil wrap and stain-

less instrument panel, the powder coated frame is

constructed with an integral, heavy duty roll cage

and is outfitted with an oversize 12 gallon fuel 

tank, General pump, and standard Honda or Robin-

Subaru motors.
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Hey Golfers, Got Dirt?

Andrew Taylor, owner of

Black Diamond Products, has

brought to market a technol-

ogy that cleans a full set of 10

irons in as little as 30 sec-

onds! The Club Polisher uses

a high pressure water stream based on the original

WADU technology and incorporates a special golf

club formula Armex to produce results. It can now

be found in 26 states and two foreign countries!
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New SAF-T-FIT® PLUS Line of Disposable Respirators

Willson’s improved line

of disposable respirators fea-

tures a larger facepiece de-

sign to improve comfort

and fit; new, more durable

materials; and redesigned

optional exhalation valve

to facilitate faster evacuation of moist exhaled air.

Models are available in all N, R, and P filter classes,

featuring optional nuisance level organic vapor or acid

gas filtration, to suit a wide range of applications.

SAF-T-FIT® PLUS respirators are latex- and silicone-

free. Most models are available in three color-coded

sizes: small (red), medium/large (green) and extra-large

(blue). All provide NIOSH-Approved TC-84A-3745.
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Hannay Reels Offers New Pressure Wash Reel Catalog

The full-color catalog in-

cludes information on Hannay’s

most popular reels for use in

steam cleaning, washdown,

general maintenance and spray

operations. The catalog features

Hannay’s PW-2 Series reel

designed for quick mounting

to almost any type of pressure

washer. An adjustable split

bearing brake assembly allows

for an infinite number of tension settings, and a cap-

tive hose guide roller assembly provides smooth

payout and rewind. Also included in the catalog are

compact reels for smaller, mobile steam cleaning

and pressure wash units, and portable garden hose

reels for convenient use in grounds maintenance. 
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Jetstream Introduces Parts Promotional Packet

Buyers of new Jetstream

waterblasting units will re-

ceive a package that contains

a general equipment catalog

plus detailed flyers about the

individual parts available for

purchase. It also includes a

discount on their next parts and accessories order.

“One of our primary goals is to ensure each new

customer is aware of our selection of parts and

accessories for Jetstream waterblasters,” says Joe

Varca, national sales manager. “We feel this packet

accomplishes that, and the discount expresses our

commitment to their continued business.”
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Water Gobbler™ System from Pressure Power

Systems, Inc.

Water Gobbler™ systems

are commercial-duty, portable

vacuum units designed to

pick up large volumes of

water and automatically

pump the water out through

an outlet hose to a remote

point of discharge. Water is vacuumed up by an oper-

ator using a handheld squeegee floor wand. 

Two models are available. The WG 100 model is a

one-wand system for a single operator, normally

handling up to 8–10 gpm of water. The WG 200

model is a two-wand system with a more powerful

vacuum and designed for simultaneous use by two

operators; it will normally handle 16–20 gpm.
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